BREAKING NEWS: Where or Where Have the Little Piggy’s gone to?

Posted by Editor on Apr 28, 2018 in Local

No Pigs at the Illegal Slaughter House only sheep, chickens, goats, and horses.

More slaughtering happened Friday night (26 of April) according to one witness. Pools of blood filled area behind the slaughter barn on 7300 Eastwood Acres Rd.

The meat was taken to another farm down the road owned by same person Roman Hernandez.
It’s also very curious that garbage truck made a special pick up this morning (Saturday). The garbage truck backs up into the property 7300 Eastwood Acres Rd near the slaughter building Saturday morning.

Lee County Code enforcement opened cases “running a slaughterhouse” on April 19, 2018, on properties 7300 and 7161 Eastwood Acres Rd (Hernandez’s properties). Code Enforcement according to records visited the property’s on the 24 of April closed the cases on April 25 stating “No signs of violation on inspection “.

But where or where have the Little Piggy’s gone Lee County Code enforcement?